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ABSTRACT

To extend the search for quasars in the epoch of reionization beyond the tip of the luminosity function, we ex-
plore point-source candidates at redshift z∼ 8 in SuperBoRG, a compilation of∼ 0.4deg2archival medium-deep
(mF160W ∼ 26.5 ABmag, 5σ) parallel infrared (IR) images taken with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Initial
candidates are selected by using the Lyman-break technique. We then carefully analyze source morphology,
and robustly identify 3 point sources at z ∼ 8. Photometric redshift analysis reveals that they are preferentially
fit by extragalactic templates, and we conclude that they are unlikely to be low-z interlopers, including brown
dwarfs. A clear IRAC ch2 flux excess is seen in one of the point sources, which is expected if the source has
strong Hβ+[O III] emission with a rest-frame equivalent width of ∼ 3000 Å. Deep spectroscopic data taken
with Keck/MOSFIRE, however, do not reveal Lyα emission from the object. In combination with the estimated
Hβ+[O III] equivalent width, we place an upper limit on its Lyα escape fraction of fesc,Lyα∼<2%. We estimate
the number density of these point sources as∼ 1×10−6 Mpc−3 mag−1 at MUV ∼−23 mag. The final interpreta-
tion of our results remains inconclusive: extrapolation from low-z studies of faint quasars suggests that ∼>100×
survey volume may be required to find one of this luminosity. The James Webb Space Telescope will be able to
conclusively determine the nature of our luminous point-source candidates, while the Roman Space Telescope
will probe ∼ 200 times the area of the sky with the same observing time considered in this HST study.

Keywords: Lyman-break galaxies (979); Quasars (1319); Galaxy formation (595); Galaxy evolution (594);

1. INTRODUCTION

The formation of the first generation of quasars and galax-
ies is one of the top priority areas in current astronomical re-
search. In addition to their formation mechanism itself, con-
nected to the growth of cosmic structure, understanding their
number density evolution and properties during the first bil-
lion years is critical to answer the question — which sources
(re-)ionized the universe, and how did they do it (Robertson
et al. 2015; Bouwens et al. 2015; Madau & Haardt 2015)?

† Based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope,
obtained from the data archive at the Space Telescope Science Institute. STScI
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.
under NASA contract NAS 5-26555 (doi: 10.17909/t9-m7tx-qb86).

Our understanding of early star, galaxy and black hole for-
mation has been significantly improved in the past decade.
The installation of Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on HST
has enabled us to explore beyond the previous redshift limit
of z ∼ 6.5, related to the observer-frame Lyman break mov-
ing outside the sensitivity of silicon-based imaging sensors
and into a region of elevated atmospheric foreground. We
now have hundreds of galaxy candidates at z∼>7 from mul-
tiple legacy surveys of HST, such as the Cosmic Assem-
bly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CAN-
DELS; Koekemoer et al. 2011; Grogin et al. 2011), the Hub-
ble Ultra Deep Field 2012 (Ellis et al. 2013), the eXtreme
Deep Field (Illingworth et al. 2013), and the Hubble Fron-
tier Fields (Lotz et al. 2017). Follow-up spectroscopic cam-
paigns, however, confirmed only a portion (∼ 20) of those
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candidates at z> 7, exhibiting the challenging aspect of iden-
tifying objects via the Lyα line at this early epoch (Treu et al.
2013; Schenker et al. 2014; Song et al. 2016), due to increas-
ing fraction of neutral hydrogen (Konno et al. 2014; Mason
et al. 2018a; Bañados et al. 2018; Davies et al. 2018; Hoag
et al. 2019).

While low escape fraction of Lyα photons is theoreti-
cally expected and observationally seen in typical galaxies
(L< L∗) at such an early epoch owing to neutral gas in prox-
imity of these sources, the situation may be different for lu-
minous sources. Theoretically, luminous sources are able to
create a large ionizing bubble, where a higher fraction of Lyα
photons can escape (Cen & Haiman 2000). A few of such ex-
amples with very high escape fraction are indeed seen at z> 6
(Matthee et al. 2018; Tilvi et al. 2020). Therefore, luminous
objects are ideal targets where it should be more likely to
detect Lyα emission, thus enabling investigation of at least
some of their properties (Mason et al. 2018b).

However, such luminous sources are rare, and significantly
affected by cosmic variance (Trenti & Stiavelli 2008). As an
example, Roberts-Borsani et al. (2016) identified three z∼ 8
galaxies in one of five fields in CANDELS, EGS, whereas
only one from the other four fields. Tilvi et al. (2020) re-
cently revealed an over density of three galaxies at z = 7.7,
again in the EGS field. This demonstrates that a survey
over hundreds of independent sightlines is highly comple-
mentary to large-area legacy surveys that observe with a mo-
saic strategy along a small number of sightlines. The Bright-
est of Reionizing Galaxies survey (BoRG; Trenti et al. 2011;
Bradley et al. 2012), is one of such surveys, which comprises
of multi-band imaging along random-pointing fields selected
from high galactic latitude pure-parallel opportunities. In-
deed, previous campaigns of BoRG have successfully col-
lected z∼>8 galaxy candidates at the bright-end, MUV ∼−21
to −24 mag, offering robust determination of the luminosity
function at L > L∗ (Schmidt et al. 2014; Calvi et al. 2016;
Morishita et al. 2018b; Livermore et al. 2018).

So far, the BoRG survey data have been used to select pri-
marily clearly resolved galaxy candidates, and high-z candi-
dates appearing as point sources were excluded. This is also
the case for many other studies, as those point sources are
considered to be most likely foreground low-mass stars (i.e.
brown dwarfs), given these local sources also have a strong
spectral break at ∼<1µm. However, while this is true for z∼<7
galaxy candidates (e.g., Pirzkal et al. 2005), the Lyman break
shifts towards longer wavelength at yet higher redshift, and
thus quasar/compact galaxy colors become separable from
typical brown dwarfs. Thus revisiting existing HST data
sets to identify high-z candidates with point-source morphol-
ogy, especially at the bright end where extremely luminous
galaxies and low-luminosity quasars co-locate, provides an
ideal opportunity to investigate the nature of extreme star-

burst at high redshift, and potentially the number density of
low-luminosity quasars too.

Theoretical studies expect that quasar luminosity functions
(LFs) evolve with redshift to different functional form de-
pending on the mode of black hole evolution (e.g., Volon-
teri 2010; Ren et al. 2020). Currently, wide-field surveys
have characterized their LFs up to z ∼ 7 primarily from the
ground, and only at the very bright end, MUV < −24 mag
(Jiang et al. 2009; Willott et al. 2010; Fiore et al. 2012; Gi-
allongo et al. 2015; Kashikawa et al. 2015; Matsuoka et al.
2018). However, its exploration at higher redshift, where LFs
from different models (e.g., Schechter versus double power
law) deviate more significantly, is hampered by increasing
atmospheric foreground in near-infrared imaging from the
ground. Therefore, space-based observatories are critically
needed, and currently the only choice for this purpose is
HST.

In this paper, we aim to identify such luminous high-z
point-source candidates and set limits on their number den-
sity. To do so we compiled multi-band imaging data from the
HST archive for all suitable parallel observations in the past
decade, including pure-parallel and coordinated-parallels
surveys. From these surveys, we have collected multi-band
imaging data from 295 sightlines, reaching∼ 0.4deg2. While
the overview of the project, SuperBoRG, and its data anal-
ysis details are provided in Morishita (2020), in this study
we primarily focus on z ∼ 8 candidates, selected by means
of Lyman break technique and consistent with point-source
morphology.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the data set and select point-source candidates at z∼ 8.
We investigate their photometric and spectroscopic nature in
Section 3. In Section 4, we take a deeper look at one of the
point sources with spectroscopic non-detection of Lyα, and
then estimate number densities of point sources. Through-
out, we quote magnitudes in the AB system, and we assume
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 = 70km s−1 Mpc−1.

2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION

2.1. Data: HST pure-parallel observations

We use a photometric catalog constructed in the Super-
BoRG project (Morishita 2020). Briefly, SuperBoRG com-
piles several HST parallel surveys, including pure-parallel
programs such as BoRG (Trenti et al. 2012; Bradley et al.
2012; Schmidt et al. 2014; Calvi et al. 2016; Morishita
et al. 2018b; Livermore et al. 2018, G. W. Roberts-Borsani,
in prep., N. Leethochawalit, in prep., from HST cycles
17,19,22,25), Hippies (Yan et al. 2011), and coordinated par-
allels of CLASH (Postman et al. 2012) and RELICS (Salmon
et al. 2020), spanning over 295 independent sightlines with
WFC3 multi-band images. These imaging data are medium-
deep (typically ∼ 2k sec to 5k sec in each filter), consist of
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Figure 1. Three point sources selected from the photometric z∼ 8 candidates. Postage stamps are 6′′.5×6′′.5 in size for HST and 12′′.8×12′′.8
for Spitzer bands. The size of HST stamps is shown in Spitzer images (white rectangles). Columns where filters are not available are left blank.

optical to NIR images, and are therefore optimal for search-
ing for high-z luminous galaxy and quasar candidates.

We reduce all HST data with the new version of our cus-
tom pipeline, that maximizes science image quality for non-
dithered images. The major update since Calvi et al. (2016)
and Morishita et al. (2018b) is an improved background sub-
traction, where the new version models local background
fluctuations across the detectors. This improves the limit-
ing magnitude by ∼ 0.1 mag in all filters. In building source
catalogs through SourceExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996),
we also switch to aperture photometry from previously used
isophotal photometry. This improves the signal-to-noise ra-
tio of blue bands, which are critical to characterize the Ly-
man break, and significantly decreases the fraction of low-z
interloper misidentified as dropout candidates.

In addition, for some SuperBoRG fields, Spitzer/IRAC
data are available from a variety of observing programs.
Those were primarily taken as part of follow-up campaigns of
high-z candidates identified previously, but a few fields also
have moderately deep images taken as part of other indepen-
dent investigations that happen to (partially) overlap with the
HST fields considered here. For every SuperBoRG field we
check availability of data in the IRAC archive and, if avail-
able, we download images in the level 1 (bcd) format and
combine them with the IRAC pipeline to the level 2 (pbcd)
format.

2.2. Selection of high-redshift candidates with point-source
morphology

We first select z∼ 8 source candidates by the Lyman break
dropout technique (Steidel et al. 1996), using an updated ver-
sion of color-cut criteria presented in Calvi et al. (2016, here-
after “z8_Y105" selection);

S/Nnon−detection filters < 1.0

S/N125 > 6.0

Figure 2. Sources selected as z ∼ 8 candidates (z8_Y105) from
SuperBoRG shown on the UV absolute magnitude-size diagram.
All of the 3 sources selected with our point-source criteria (red star
symbols; Sec.2.2) are not resolved and have upper limits in size
(although note that size itself is not used for the point-source selec-
tion, nor corrected for PSF effects). Most of other z8_Y105 candi-
dates (blue circles) are resolved, with only three unresolved (blue
arrows; see Sec.2.2), and in line with the relation from fainter, lens-
magnified, galaxy candidates at z ∼ 8 (black dots; Kawamata et al.
2018).

S/N160 > 4.0

Y105− J125 > 0.6

J125−H160 < 0.5

Y105− J125 > 1.5 · (J125−H160) + 0.6

where we adopt a stricter color limit for Lyman break (cf.
Y105− J125 > 0.45 in Calvi et al. 2016). Non-detection filters
are those bluer than F105W.
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Figure 3. Spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of point sources from the z8_Y105 selection, with photometric redshift probability distribution
in inset. Observed fluxes (red squares for detection, and arrows for 1σ upper limits) and the best-fit templates at the peak redshift (blue solid
lines) are shown. sBoRG-0853+0310-258 (middle) shows flux excess in ch2, likely from strong Hβ+[O III] emission, resulting in a large
reduced chi-square value (see also Sec 4.1 and Fig. 6). The best-fit dwarf templates are also shown (thin gray lines). It is noted that the dwarf
templates used here are only available at 0.8< λ/µm< 5.5, and flux at a shorter wavelength range is set to zero (Sec. 3.2).

To further refine the selection, we exclude dropout can-
didates with p(z) < 0.7, where p(z) is photometric redshift
probability at z > 6.5, estimated by a photometric redshift
code, EAzY (Brammer et al. 2008, see Sec 3.1 for details).
30 source candidates are selected from 206 fields where the
z8_Y105 selection is available.

We then refine this high-z candidate catalog to extract ob-
jects with point-source morphologies. To configure optimal
parameters for this, we conducted a source parameter recov-
ery test, by adding point-source objects and extended objects
to a set of real images, and then measured their photomet-
ric properties with SExtractor in the same way as for real
sources. We follow Morishita et al. (2018b) to model point
and extended sources at z ∼ 8, by assigning source radius,
Sérsic index, and UV slope.

We include parameters such as size, elongation (ratio of
major to minor axis radius, e = a/b), flux concentration,
and CLASS_STAR in the test. Among these parameters,
the flux concentration parameter performs significantly better
than other parameters in separating the two populations, up
to ∼ 26 mag (approximately the typical limiting magnitude
of SuperBoRG). Furthermore, we also set an upper limit in
elongation to further improve the selection, although this is
only a necessary but not a sufficient condition, as extended
source with round shape would still pass the selection. We
note that while CLASS_STAR is often used as a star/galaxy
separation indicator, our test indicates that its performance
becomes less effective from a relatively bright magnitude,
∼ 23 mag, as was previously reported (e.g., Finkelstein et al.
2015).

In conclusion, we set the following criteria to separate
point sources from extended objects;

f4/ f8 > 0.5

e< 1.2

where fx represents flux measured within a r = x pixel radius
aperture (0.′′08/pixel for SuperBoRG). These parameters are

measured in the detection band (F140W+F160W stacked im-
ages if both filters are available, and F160W for fields where
F140W is not available). With these criteria, we find 3 point
sources from the z8_Y105 sample. The postage stamps of
these point sources are shown in Fig. 1.

3. NATURE OF THE POINT SOURCES

3.1. Photometric properties

The selected point sources are shown in a size-magnitude
diagram in Fig.2, and compared to other extended sources
selected as z8_Y105. We use the half-light radius measured
by SExtractor for size here, and the absolute UV magnitude
from the photometric redshift analysis below. By measuring
the apparent size of stars at ∼<24 mag among all SuperBoRG
fields, we found that 0.′′2 is a robust lower limit independent
of source magnitude. Measurements smaller than this size
are replaced by the lower limit in the figure and considered
unresolved.

Of note is that SExtractor returns sizes smaller than this
limit for all the point sources we selected with our criteria,
and for three additional sources that do not meet them. Two
of them are at the faint-flux end, where morphology measure-
ment are less reliable due to low signal-to-noise ratio. The
other one shows a faint elongated structure, and SExtractor
measures e = 1.3.

Fig. 2 shows the star formation rate surface density, in-
ferred from size and luminosity using the relation between
UV magnitude and star formation rate (Kennicutt 1998; Ono
et al. 2013; Holwerda et al. 2015):

MUV =−2.5log[
πr2 ·ΣSFR

2.8×10−28(M�yr−1)
] + 51.59. (1)

Given the resolution limit, the star formation rate surface
density we infer for our point sources is a lower limit. Nev-
ertheless, this lower limit is already in the range of starburst
galaxies found in the local universe, ∼ 1-100M� yr−1kpc−2
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Figure 4. Color-color diagram for the z8_Y105 selection (region
bounded by dashed lines at right bottom). The three point sources
of this study are shown (red stars). Colors of various populations are
shown: high-z objects with different UV slopes (βλ), brown dwarfs
taken from the IRTF spectral Library (gray dots), and early-type
galaxies (diamonds). It is noted that scattered data points of brown
dwarfs are most likely rejected by a photometric redshift analysis
(Sec. 3.1.1).

(Kennicutt 1998), implying high star formation rates. It
is noted that when these point sources are considered as
quasars, the relation between star formation and absolute
magnitude is not necessarily accurate, due to possible con-
tribution from active galactic nuclei.

3.1.1. Photometric Redshift Analysis

We use EAzY (Brammer et al. 2008) with the default setup
(v.1.3 templates), to derive redshift posterior probability and
the best fit spectral energy distributions (SEDs). We do not
include templates for AGNs, as our primary goal here is to
exclude low-z contaminants with significant redshift proba-
bility at low redshift. Adding such templates may increase
high-z probability but not the opposite as the primary low-
z contaminants are those with red spectral features (see also
below). We turned off the magnitude prior functionality of
EAzY, as we focus on rare objects and they may not follow
an empirical relation designed for galaxies. The posterior is
therefore simply ∝ exp

[
−0.5χ2/ν

]
, where χ2/ν is reduced

chi-square. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
Two of the point sources (0853+0310 and 0926+4537)

have IRAC coverage. Adding IRAC photometry significantly
improves the photometric redshift estimate, by differentiat-
ing real high-z candidates from low-z interlopers. Fluxes
in IRAC images are extracted by applying high-resolution
(HR) morphological information as prior knowledge. We use
GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002, 2010) on the detection band to get

structural parameters (effective radius, Sérsic index, and axis
ratio), and fix these parameters for the IRAC image fitting,
while leaving magnitude and position as free parameters. To
account for flux contribution from nearby sources, we simul-
taneously fit sources brighter than 80 % of the target source
flux within a radius of 8′′, while other sources detected in
high resolution image are masked during the fit. Measured
fluxes are summarized in Table 1.

The best-fit SED templates are shown in Fig. 3. A strong
color break and blue rest-UV slope are observed for all
point sources, which make their redshift probability strongly
peaked at z∼>8. In fact, a blue UV slope is a key discriminant
between high-z objects from low-z interlopers, as a Lyman
break can be mimicked by a strong Balmer break of evolved
populations (i.e. early-type galaxies) at z ∼ 2, dust attenu-
ation of z∼>5 galaxies, and brown dwarfs. Recent observa-
tions of z∼>7 galaxies have revealed that only a fraction of
those galaxies have a significant amount of dust (Inoue et al.
2016; Hashimoto et al. 2018, but see also Watson et al. 2015;
Laporte et al. 2017b; Tamura et al. 2018 for detection of dust
continuum). By requiring a blue UV slope our selection is
designed to be conservative and robust towards interlopers.

One of the point sources, sBoRG-0853+0310-258, shows a
significant flux excess in IRAC ch2, [3.6]− [4.5]∼>1.0 mag.
The photometric redshift result therefore returns a large chi-
square value (but see Sec. 4.1 for more sophisticated fitting
results). In combination with the non-detection in the deep
ch1 image (7200 s, with 1σ limiting magnitude of 25.7 mag),
the excess implies a strong Hβ+[O III] emission at the peak
photometric redshift. This object was first identified by Calvi
et al. (2016), and also presented in Bridge et al. (2019) with
a HST F814W follow-up image, as a promising z ∼ 8 can-
didate. However, the full-depth ch2 image was not available
at the time of these studies (∼ 900 s; whereas 7200 s here),
and neither of them revealed the flux excess. Bridge et al.
(2019) reported a weak flux in ch1 (∼ 25.4 mag), but not a
significant detection (S/N ∼ 1.1). The ch1 image analyzed
here shows a small portion of positive pixels in ch1 (Fig. 1),
but the extracted total flux is not significant compared with
the noise estimated from the image. The difference may be
attributed to differences in the flux extraction procedure. The
results reported here do not vary if the upper limit or the low
S/N detection are used. Our spectroscopic follow-up of this
object is presented in Sec. 3.2, and photometric properties are
discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.1.

In Fig. 4, we show a color-color diagram for the z8_Y105
selection, along with colors of high-z sources and other pos-
sible low-z interlopers. For high-z galaxies and quasars, we
generate spectral templates by assuming a single slope for
different UV β slopes (βλ = −1,−2, and −3). We do not
include emission lines, such as Lyα, as is often expected
for starburst galaxies and quasars. Adding such a compo-
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Table 1. Photometric fluxes of point sources in the z8_Y105 selection.

ID F350LP F606LP F814W F105W F125W F140W F160W ch1 ch2
µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy

0314-6712-553 < 0.01 — — 0.46±0.01 0.88±0.01 0.90±0.01 0.85±0.01 — —
0853+0310-258 < 0.02 — < 0.03 0.17±0.02 0.32±0.02 0.34±0.02 0.30±0.02 < 0.17 0.42±0.18
0926+4537-19 — < 0.02 — 0.17±0.16 0.31±0.02 — 0.19±0.04 0.22±0.15 0.49±0.36

NOTE— 1σ error are quoted for those with S/N > 1, and 1σ upper limits for the rest of data points.

nent would change the colors but toward right bottom in the
plot, making the colors even more separable from the other
contaminating populations. Colors of brown dwarfs are cal-
culated by using spectra taken from the IRTF spectral Li-
brary (Rayner et al. 2003). Their colors are scattered for
100 times by applying a random photometric error for Super-
BoRG (∼ 0.1 mag). Lastly, colors of early-type galaxies are
calculated based on synthetic templates generated by fsps
(Conroy et al. 2009), with a simple population of 1 Gyr old
without dust attenuation.

While low-z galaxies can be excluded from the point-
source selection based on morphology, it is still possible that
cool stars, primarily T/L/M types (i.e. brown dwarfs), are
selected in the z8_Y105 selection due to photometric scatter.
As is seen in the color-color diagram, while brown dwarfs
dominate much bluer region than our z8_Y105 population,
there is a non-trivial fraction of cool stars that migrate into
the selection due to photometric scatter (∼ 1.2%, assuming
the same photometric error as above). To further assess the
possibility of such contamination by foreground stars, we re-
peat the phot-z fitting process with dwarf templates. A set
of dwarf templates is taken from the IRTF spectral Library,
provided to EAzY, and fit to the data with redshift fixed to 0.
The fits (shown in Fig. 3) result in large χ2/ν values for all
three point sources (Table 2). Template mismatch primarily
occurs at 1.5µm, as well at the wavelength of IRAC bands
when available. It is noted that the dwarf templates used here
only cover 0.8 < λ/µm < 5.5. Due to this artificial trun-
cation at < 0.8µm (see, e.g., Pirzkal et al. 2005), the χ2/ν

values could become even larger with a dwarf spectrum of
complete wavelength coverage.

3.1.2. Astrometric Analysis

To further investigate possible contamination by brown
dwarfs, we measure astrometry of one of the point sources,
sBoRG-0853+0310-258, as the field has two separate images
of F140W taken in 2010 and 2015. The former was taken as a
part of direct images for a pure-parallel grism survey (WISP;
Atek et al. 2010), and thus is relatively shallow (∼ 250 sec),
while the latter was taken in BoRG cycle22 (∼1300 sec).

We reduce these data separately in the same way as de-
scribed above. Absolute astrometry was not calibrated for

the 2010 image. We, instead, measure the relative distance
of the target from the light-weighted center of each image.
The coordinate of light-weighted center is calculated using
the same set of 35 bright extended sources within a < 1′ ra-
dius around the target in each image. Displacement between
the light-weighted center and sBoRG-0853+0310-258 is cal-
culated in each image, and used to infer any relative motion
of the target over the two epochs.

The inferred motion is ∆(RA,Dec) = (0.009 ±
0.040,0.142± 0.140) in arcsec, where the associated un-
certainty is the median of the displacements calculated for
bright, extended sources (i.e. extragalactic sources) in the
same field. For this error calculation, we identify 50 com-
mon sources in both images, and calculate displacement of
each source in the same way as for sBoRG-0853+0310-258.
The relatively large uncertainty in declination may be at-
tributed to image alignment with a small number of sources
available in the image taken in 2010. Our conclusion is there-
fore that the observed shift is not significant, and sBoRG-
0853+0310-258 is, in the first place, not a foreground star
with significant motion, further securing the conclusion in
Sec. 3.1. A ∼ 1.5 mag deeper image will be required to
detect any motion of sBoRG-0853+0310-258 at sub-arcsec
precision (Su 2011).

3.2. Spectroscopic follow-up

Two Keck nights were allocated to observe the field includ-
ing sBoRG-0853+0310-258 in January 2020 with MOSFIRE
(S19B, PI T. Morishita/ UC2019B, PI T. Treu). The first
night was cancelled due to bad weather, and the second night
was executed under partially cloudy condition with some fog,
with average seeing ∼ 0.′′9. The data were taken with the
Y -grating and ABA’B’ dithering. We reduced the data by
using a pipeline developed by the MOSDEF team (Kriek
et al. 2015), which allows a differential-weighting stacking
depending on the atmospheric seeing size, measured by a star
assigned in one of the slit masks. After removing data with
seeing > 1 arcsec, the total exposure time is ∼ 3.2 hr.

In addition to our observing runs, we retrieved archival
data of the same object from the Keck Observatory Archive
— two nights from January 2016 (U092; PI G. Illingworth)
and one night from March 2018 (N101; PI J. Bridge). The
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional spectra of sBoRG-0853+0310-258 taken with Keck/MOSFIRE (Y -grating) on 4 nights (January 2020, March
2018, and two nights from January 2016, from top to bottom), as well as all-stacked spectrum. Optimally extracted one-dimensional spectra
are also shown (red solid lines, and gray shaded region for 1σ uncertainty), with sky lines being masked (light blue stripes). No Lyα emission
is revealed in the spectra. In the bottom panel, we show the probability distribution of Lyα (blue shaded region) from the photometric analysis
(Fig. 3). The distribution is normalized arbitrarily.

Table 2. Photometric properties of point sources in the z8_Y105 selection.

Field ID Survey ObjID R.A. Decl. zpeak MUV r m125 χ2/ν χ2/νdw
deg deg mag kpc mag

0314-6712 BoRG cycle22 553 48.449680 -67.209724 7.89 -23.2 0.96 24.1 0.24 6.84
0853+0310 BoRG cycle22 258 133.185590 3.146692 7.71 -22.0 0.97 25.3 7.16† 10.51
0926+4537 HIPPIES cycle18 19 141.586580 45.593613 8.16 -21.8 0.94 25.2 1.04 6.57

NOTE— zpeak : Photometric redshift estimated with EAzY. χ2/ν : Reduced chi-square from EAzY photometric redshift fitting analysis with extra-galactic
templates. χ2

dw/ν : Reduced chi-square with brown dwarf templates. † : Fitting result including IRAC ch2 data point. Table 3 shows the best-fit result after
excluding the data point.

data sets from 2016 have 1.5 hr and 1.9 hr on-source expo-
sures, with average seeing condition of ∼ 0.′′8 and 0.′′75, re-
spectively, measured from one of the monitoring stars. The
data from 2018 were taken under good weather condition (J.
Bridge, private communication), though the seeing during
the night is unknown as no monitoring star was included in
the configuration mask. We therefore give all frames equal
weight, resulting in 4.0 hr exposure for this night. We re-
duced these data in the same way as for our own data.

Rectified two-dimensional spectra from each night are
shown in Figure 5. Lyα emission is not detected over the en-
tire wavelength range. Furthermore, we stack these reduced
two-dimensional spectra by taking weighted average (bottom

panel). The stacked spectrum still does not reveal Lyα emis-
sion.

By using the stacked spectrum, we then aim to obtain an
upper limit for Lyα emission. Following Hoag et al. (2019),
we estimate the limiting flux by

flim = ∆λ×
√

2FWHMinst

∆λ
σ(λ)

where ∆λ is the pixel scale of MOSFIRE (= 1.086),
FWHMinst is the instrumental spectral resolution (∼ 3 Å), and
σ(λ) is noise spectrum extracted from the stacked spectrum.

This procedure gives us a 5σ limiting flux of ∼
7.8×10−19 erg/s/cm2, from a 1σ probability range of Lyα
line calculated in the photometric redshift analysis (Fig. 5),
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for an unresolved line. The flux limit corresponds to rest-
frame Lyα equivalent width of 13 Å/(1 + z), assuming the
continuum flux from its F125W magnitude (∼ 25.1 mag).
The limit is sufficiently low to detect the extreme emission
expected for low-luminosity quasars (Matsuoka et al. 2019),
or luminous galaxies (e.g., Oesch et al. 2015; Zitrin et al.
2015; Song et al. 2016). Our non-detection of Lyα therefore
implies that this object is possibly located in intergalactic
medium (IGM) of significantly high neutral fraction, which
most of Lyα photons cannot escape from, or that Lyα line
is significantly broader than those of the previously reported
luminous objects. It is noted that the limiting flux scales with√

FWHM/FWHMinst for a resolved line. However, at this
luminosity (MUV ∼ −22 mag) line width of Lyα is not nec-
essarily broad even for low-luminosity quasars at ∼ 6 (e.g.,
HSC J2228+0128 in Matsuoka et al. 2016). With this caveat
noted, we discuss the spectroscopic non-detection in the fol-
lowing section.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Physical properties of sBoRG-0853+0310-258

The ch2 excess points towards an unusual nature of
sBoRG-0853+0310-258Ṫo further investigate its nature, we
analyze its photometry with gsf (v1.3; Morishita et al.
2018a, 2019), a Bayesian SED fitting code. We provide a
set of composite stellar population templates generated by
fsps (Conroy & Gunn 2010), setting the initial mass func-
tion to Chabrier (2003). Repeating the analysis with a set
of templates from B-PASS v.2.2 (Eldridge et al. 2017; Stan-
way & Eldridge 2018) does not change our conclusions. Our
analysis here is based on an assumption that the object can
be well represented by stellar spectrum; distinction between
luminous galaxies and low-luminosity quasars at this redshift
may rather be ambiguous, and this is beyond the scope here
as such distinction cannot be meaningfully constrained by
our data presented here.

To robustly measure the underlying continuum, we ex-
clude the IRAC ch2 data point from the fitting. The
IRAC ch1 band covers rest-frame ∼ 4000 Å, and the non-
detection implies that there is no significant emission from
the [O II]3726+3728 Å doublet. Due to the limited number
of photometric data points (4 detections excluding IRAC ch2,
and 3 non-detections), we separately run the fit fixing metal-
licity to either solar or 10% solar values. Results from each
fit are summarized in Table 3. Redshift is fixed to the peak of
the posterior derived by EAzY.

The best-fit result with logZ∗/Z� = −1 (χ2/ν = 2.55) is
shown in Fig. 6. While the slight preference toward low
metallicity is reasonable given the young age of the universe
at this redshift, the fit is not statistically significant better than
that with solar metallicity (χ2/ν = 2.68). It is challenging to
determine metallicity only by optical broadband photometry

(e.g., Morishita et al. 2019); the inferred metallicity may be
attributed to the age-metallicity-dust degeneracy as well as
assumptions in star-formation history, and therefore we do
not discuss physical interpretation of the inferred metallicity
here.

From the best-fit spectrum, the rest-frame equivalent width
of Hβ+[O III] lines can be calculated as;

EW0,Hβ+[OIII] =
( fch2− fcont)

fcont

∆λch2

(1 + z)
(2)

where fcont is the underlying continuum flux from the pos-
terior SED, fch2 is the observed ch2 flux, and ∆λch2 is the
full-width half maximum of the IRAC ch2 filter.

Our estimate from the best fit is EW0,Hβ+[OIII] ∼ 3000±
1700+400

−240 Å, where the first uncertainty refers to the flux er-
ror in ch2, and the second to the uncertainty in the con-
tinuum estimate (16/84th percentiles). The inferred equiv-
alent width is at the high end of those of z∼>7 galaxies es-
timated from IRAC excess (Labbé et al. 2013; Smit et al.
2014, 2015; Roberts-Borsani et al. 2016; De Barros et al.
2019). Such a high equivalent width value is not physically
impossible. Based on a stellar population+nebular emis-
sion model (see Section 3.2 of Oesch et al. 2007), equiva-
lent width can reach up to ∼ 15000 Å at moderate oxygen
abundance, high gas temperature, and young stellar popula-
tion (see also Schenker et al. 2013, who spectroscopically
measure EW[O III] ∼ 4400 Å). In contrast, at low metallicity,
contribution from [O III] becomes significantly less, and the
maximum equivalent width reached is ∼ 1500 Å.

4.1.1. Why no Lyα?

A critical question is, then, why we do not detect any Lyα
from such an extreme object. The non-detection of Lyα and
extremely high Hβ+[O III] equivalent width can be attributed
to two factors — small Lyα escape fraction, and large [O III]-
to-Hβ ratio. For typical galaxies at high redshift, where the
neutral hydrogen fraction is significantly high, it is not un-
usual to find galaxies with extremely low Lyα escape frac-
tion (Hoag et al. 2018; Mason et al. 2018a). However, this is
not necessarily the case for luminous sources (Hu et al. 2016;
Matthee et al. 2018; Mason et al. 2018b), as they may be able
to create a large ionizing bubble and increase the escape frac-
tion (Cen & Haiman 2000; Tilvi et al. 2020).

The [O III]-to-Hβ ratio is primarily determined by a com-
bination of temperature and metallicity of the circumgalactic
medium. For example, Panagia et al. (2003) calculated pho-
toionization models and showed that the ratio spans ∼ 0.7
(at temperature of 3× 104 K) to 10 (105 K) over a metallic-
ity range of 0.1 to 1 Z�; this could be as low as ∼ 10−2 at
extremely low metallicity (10−4 Z�).

While it is challenging to determine the contribution of
each factor without direct spectroscopic observations of Hβ
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(a) HST F160W (b) ch2

(c) ch2 model (d) ch2 residual

Figure 6. Best-fit SED fitting results of sBoRG-0853+0310-258, with fsps, logZ∗/Z� =−1. Broadband photometric data points (red circles
for detection, and triangles for non-detection) are fitted, while the flux excess in IRAC ch2 (green square symbol) is excluded. The best fitted
template, with 16/84th percentile range, is shown (gray line and shaded region), with its expected broadband fluxes (blue diamonds). In inset,
observed HST’s detection image (a), observed IRAC ch2 image (b), model (c), and residual image (d) are shown. Regions masked during fitting
are left blank in the residual image.

Table 3. Spectral energy distribution fitting results of sBoRG-0853+0310-258.

z M∗ SFR Z∗ T∗ AV MUV χ2/ν EW0,ch2 fesc,Lyα
logM� logM�yr−1 logZ� log Myr mag mag Å %

[7.71] 8.8+0.3
−0.2 1.0+0.2

−0.2 [−1.0] 0.8+0.5
−0.5 0.3+0.2

−0.2 −22.1+0.0
−0.0 2.55 2961±1666+396

−243 < 1.7

[7.71] 8.7+0.3
−0.2 0.8+0.3

−0.2 [0.0] 0.8+0.5
−0.5 0.2+0.2

−0.1 −22.0+0.0
−0.0 2.68 2460±1457+381

−183 < 2.0

NOTE— Parameters with values bracketed are fixed during fit. Two values for metallicity (Z∗) are examined. SFR : Averaged star formation rate measured
within the last 30Myr of the marginalized star formation history. EW0,ch2 : Rest-frame equivalent width measured with IRAC ch2 excess from the marginalized
continuum. Associated uncertainties represent 1-σ random error from the ch2 flux estimate and 16/84th percentiles range from the posterior SED.

and [O III] lines, we can estimate an upper limit of the Lyα
escape fraction, under the reasonable approximation of the
relation between Lyα and Hβ luminosity for Case B recom-
bination with a temperature of 104 K and an electron density
of ne = 350 cm−3 (Sobral et al. 2019);

fesc,Lyα =
LLyα

8.7LHα ·100.4AHα
. (3)

We use the measured limit on equivalent widths of Lyα
(13 Å /(1 + z)) and Hβ+[O III] to calculate their luminosity,
and [O III]-to-Hβ ratio of ∼ 10, and other fiducial assump-
tions, such as [O III] 5007 Å-to-4959 Å ratio (∼ 3; Dimitrije-
vić et al. 2007), Balmer decrement (∼ 2.86, under Case B),
and dust attenuation (AV ∼ 0.3) from the SED fitting anal-
ysis above. This procedure yields an upper limit to the Lyα
escape fraction of fesc,Lyα∼ 2%. It is noted that changing any
of assumptions makes the estimated upper limit even smaller.

All things considered, we conclude that this luminous ob-
ject is likely located in a significantly neutral region, but still
with high temperature and moderate oxygen abundance that
can boost [O III] (rather than [O II], which we do not see in

ch1) emission. This is consistent with an increasing trend of
[O III]/[O II] with redshift as presented by Khostovan et al.
(2016), which can be attributed to a trend in gas temperature
and ionization parameter (e.g., Nakajima & Ouchi 2014). It
is unlikely that our target has very low oxygen abundance,
since Hβ by itself cannot account for the observed equiva-
lent width.

The physical interpretation of the low-Lyα escape fraction
is not as clear-cut. For example, Lyα escape fraction can
be affected by halo mass — if a source resides in a mas-
sive halo, neutral hydrogen may be also ionized by surround-
ing sources (Ren et al. 2019; Whitler et al. 2020, see also
Dayal & Ferrara 2018). However, the non-negligible scat-
ter in the halo mass-luminosity relation leaves a possibility
that sBoRG-0853+0310-258 may be in a less-dense region,
within a highly neutral intergalactic medium.

As mentioned above, the limiting flux estimated here is for
unresolved line, which scales with

√
FWHM/FWHMinst..

It is thus still possible that Lyα of this object has a much
broader line profile, than previously reported values of lu-
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Figure 7. Number density of point sources at z ∼ 8 (red circles
and arrows), compared with those of bright galaxy candidates at
z ∼ 8 from other studies (blue circles and arrows). None of the
point sources here are spectroscopically confirmed, and thus their
number densities should be considered as upper limits for quasars’.
Two shaded regions are empirical expectation for luminosity func-
tions of quasars, assuming the Schechter (top) and double-power
law (bottom) shapes (Manti et al. 2017). Adding another cycle
of BoRG (∼ 500 orbits) will improve the constraint at the low-
luminosity range at z ∼ 8. To find a quasar of MUV ∼< −23, at least
> 100× volume is required, as is suggested by z ∼ 6 results (black
squares; Matsuoka et al. 2019). The Roman Space Telescope (RST)
can prove such a volume with a similar observing time.

minous galaxies (∼<15 Å), resulting in non-detection in our
deep spectra. While a few spectroscopic results are avail-
able, our knowledge of luminous galaxies and faint quasars
at this redshift is still limited, and it is challenging to expect
the line profile solely from other photometric properties. A
dedicated study on the distribution of Lyα line width at this
luminosity range would shed light on this uncertainty.

Spectroscopic confirmation of the source redshift will al-
low for decisive progress into understanding the nature of this
source, by reducing many of the degeneracies in the interpre-
tation and hopefully providing a line flux. UV lines such as
C III] (Stark et al. 2017; Mainali et al. 2017; Schmidt et al.
2017; Laporte et al. 2017a; Hutchison et al. 2019) may be
sufficiently bright to be detected from ground-based facili-
ties, while JWST will be able to observe rest-frame optical
lines.

4.2. Number density of point sources at z∼ 8

Table 4. Number density of point sources at z ∼ 8

MUV Volumea Nobj Number densityb

(mag) (103 Mpc3) (log Mpc−3 mag−1)

−24.7 2146 0 <−6.07
−24.0 2146 0 <−6.07
−23.3 2146 1 −6.18+0.77

−0.52

−22.6 2127 0 <−6.07
−21.9 1853 2 −5.81+0.45

−0.36

−21.2 832 0 <−5.66
−20.5 138 0 <−4.88
−19.8 45 0 <−4.39

Notes.
a Effective volume calculated by the completeness simulation.
b 1 σ uncertainty calculated based on Gehrels (1986) is quoted.

In this last section, we calculate the number density of
the point sources selected as z ∼ 8. We calculate the ef-
fective survey volume in a standard manner (Oesch et al.
2012; Carrasco et al. 2018), by adding artificial objects to im-
ages of each observed field and then investigated complete-
ness of source identification through the same color selection
method. Given our focus on point sources, the artificial ob-
jects are pure F160W point spread functions. The point-like
nature of our sources results in a ∼ 3% (30%) increase in ef-
fective volume compared to typical extended sources in the
range MUV =−24 (−22). The estimated effective volume for
the z8_Y105 selection is∼ 2×106 Mpc3 at MUV ∼−24 mag
and ∼ 104 Mpc3 at MUV ∼−20 mag (Table 4).

In Figure 7, we show the calculated number density of
point sources at z ∼ 8. Number densities of galaxy candi-
dates, taken from previous studies (Bouwens et al. 2015; Liv-
ermore et al. 2018; Stefanon et al. 2019; Bowler et al. 2020),
are also shown for comparison. The upper limits on the num-
ber density of point sources are already below the density of
galaxies in the range MUV =−22 to −21 mag.

Due to the fact that none of the point sources presented
in this study are confirmed as quasars, all data points in the
plot should rather be considered as upper limits if taken as
the number density for quasars. Despite the caveat, it is still
worthwhile to mention that the volume probed by our survey
is not sufficient to provide insight into possible evolution of
the quasar luminosity function.

For example, two LFs extrapolated from low redshift are
shown in the same figure—one with a Schechter form, and
the other with a double-power law (Manti et al. 2017). Given
the uncertainties represented by the gray bands, both extrap-
olations are consistent with the observations, although inter-
estingly our upper limits are overlapping with the Schechter-
based extrapolation, implying that our volume is approaching
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an interesting size at the faint end of our range. At the bright
end, a comparison with the number densities of quasars at
z ∼ 6 (Matsuoka et al. 2019), shows that we need approxi-
mately a factor of ∼ 100× increase in volume to plausibly
detect one or derive interesting limits.

Establishing the quasar luminosity function at these high
redshift is extremely important to understand their seed-
ing and growth mechanism given the short amount of time
elapsed since the Big Bang. We show that sufficient in-
creases in survey volume are well within reach of existing
and planned space missions, which are essential to over-
come the limitations of ground based surveys at these wave-
lengths. In Fig.7 we show the volume density probed by
adding further 500 HST orbits (similar to cycle22 BoRG,
with 87 sightlines) and by the Roman Space Telescope, RST1

with a comparable observing time, assuming a similar sensi-
tivity and filter combination (Z087, Y106, J129, and H158;
Akeson et al. 2019) as for our HSTsurvey. While contin-
uing surveys like BoRG with HST will still be beneficial
for exploring low-luminosity quasars and luminous galaxies
(MUV ∼−22), it is clear that RST will be a game-changer at
the bright-end.

5. SUMMARY

We carried out a systematic search for quasars at z ∼ 8,
using the SuperBoRG data set, a compilation of HST paral-
lel observations from 295 fields (∼ 0.4deg2). This is to our
knowledge the first dedicated search for point-like high red-
shift sources, since they were generally discarded as low red-
shift interlopers in previous studies. Our findings are sum-
marized as follows;

1. Based on the analysis of the spectral energy distribu-
tion, and astrometric analysis for one of the sources,
we concluded that none of the three point sources
selected are likely to be low-z interlopers, including
known types of brown dwarfs.

2. Our spectroscopic follow-up of sBoRG-0853+0310-
258 did not reveal strong Lyα emission down to a 5σ
sensitivity of 7.8× 10−19 erg/s/cm2 for an unresolved
line.

3. The spectral energy distribution of sBoRG-
0853+0310-258 is consistent with that of an extreme
Hβ+[O III] emitter, with equivalent width of∼ 3000 Å.
Such a line emitter is consistent with an increasing
trend of [O III] emission for high-z galaxies, and can
be explained by high gas temperature, a large ioniza-
tion parameter, and moderate oxygen abundance.

1 https://roman.gsfc.nasa.gov

4. By combining the non-detection of Lyα and the high
Hβ+[O III] equivalent width inferred from Spitzer
photometry, we placed an upper limit to sBoRG-
0853+0310-258’s Lyα escape fraction of ∼<2% at 5σ
confidence level.

5. The final interpretation of the nature of our point
sources is pending. Deeper spectroscopic follow-ups
or future spectroscopic observations at longer wave-
length should be able to reveal their physical proper-
ties.

6. We estimated the number density of high-z point
sources∼ 1×10−6 Mpc−3 mag−1 at MUV ∼−23 mag,
and presented upper limit to their number density in the
luminosity range MUV∼< −20 mag.

7. Additional 500-orbit of HST data similar to those stud-
ied in this work would provide interesting constraints
on the evolution of the quasar LF in the magnitude
range MUV ∼ −22 mag. In order to detect more lu-
minous quasars at z∼ 8 and beyond, the large volume
probed by the Roman Space Telescope will be neces-
sary.
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